
The power of relationships

The strength of educating the community through

collaboration

Encouraging sustainible, living wage employment

The ARCH Business Network is a network of employers and

business leaders that promotes second chance employment

and assists persons with criminal records to access jobs. 

We believe in:

More  than  650 ,000  prisoners  are  released  every  year .

Business Network

What  is  ARCH?
Accompanying Returning Citizens with Hope is an outreach

project managed by VOAN (the Vincentian Ohio Action Network) to

help meet the needs of individuals who have been incarcerated,

also referred to as returning or restored citizens. 

We aim to assist local employers and local faith communities in

becoming welcoming spaces that provide essential support services

to returning citizens and their families on their road to reintegration

and healing. 

What  is  the
ARCH  Business
Network?

The  ARCH  Business  Network  commitment  to  you:
We are committed to fostering a mutually beneficial relationship where you and your

organization get as much out of a partnership with ARCH as possible. 

We commit to:

Matching you with the right candidate

Comprehensive employee coaching 

How to resolve conflict, plan for

emergencies, and be a good employee

Wrap around employer coaching

How to apply for tax credits and

anticipate issues with second chance

employees
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What  does  ARCH  employee  follow-up  and  counseling  look  l ike?

First  step:  
Contact  us!

If you're interested in exploring a partnership with the  ARCH

Business Network, please visit our website (www.archreentry.com)

and fill out a Business Network intake form under the Contact tab.

Dana Davis, the ARCH Business Network Manager, will get

in contact with you to discuss the program and accompany

you in finding the perfect candidate for the job.

ddavis@archreentry .org
www .archreentry .com

PO  Box  30167
Columbus ,  OH  43230

Business Network cont.

(614) 643-2140

Why  hire  
second  chance

employees?

Tax credits for employers

A skilled, untapped labor pool

Workers who have undergone extensive community training

and development 

Employees already incentivized to pass drug tests

By hiring returning citizens, you can benefit from:

Showing up and leaving on time 

Having a plan in place so they can still attend work in the event of am emergency

How to resolve interpersonal conflicts 

Dana Davis, Business Network Manager, will walk them through the first week to

advise them on the importance of:

The first thirty days will consist of weekly check-ins and management meetings. 

What  does
employment
counseling  entail?

Working positively with a population you might not have

experience with

Common questions, situations, goals that may arise

Recruitment strategies - how can you utilize this population

to find dedicated, successful employers 

Dana will assist employers with:
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